
Businesses can reduce their cost of operations, increase sales and enhance user satisfaction by providing their suppliers, partners,

customers and employees with rapid access to the value-added content they need to do business more effectively. Instead 

of sending users untargeted and outdated content, recreating the same content for multiple implementations or developing 

content with a look and feel that is inconsistent across your organization, the Asera™ Content Management service allows you 

to quickly and easily edit, manage and deliver targeted content to your audience using leading content creation, workflow,

publishing and delivery features.

The Asera Content Management offering is fully integrated

with other Asera Sell-Side Applications™, and can be tightly

linked to your existing systems using standard XML-

based interfaces. Because the Asera Content Management 

functionality is adaptive, you can add, remove or extend

application functionality at any time, and rapidly evolve

your technology to meet changing business requirements.

Benefits

With the Asera Content Management functionality, you can:

• Dynamically create, manage and disseminate content

from internal, external and syndicated sources.

• Rapidly create and display content with your standardized

branded look and feel.

Data Sheet

Asera™ Content Management

Asera’s Content Management application supports multiple types of content such as

documents,Web page formats or images.
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• Dynamically modify content to reflect changes in 

your eBusiness strategy and product offerings.

• Ensure that content is accurate, refreshed and available.

Features

The Asera Content Management product contains 

the following features:

Content Creation

Browser-Based GUI and Data-Entry Templates

Technical and non-technical users can easily create, 

edit and contribute structured and unstructured 

content via easy-to-use data-entry templates. The 

data-entry templates separate how the data is formatted

from the content itself, enabling rapid content develop-

ment and a standardized look and feel.

Private Work Areas

Publishers can have private work areas where they 

create and edit content before it’s published. Each work

area contains a virtual copy of the content entitled to

the publisher, enabling changes to be made without

impacting production sites or other contributors’ content.

Multiple Content Types

Users can create, publish and manage all types of content,

including data sheets, sales presentations, white papers,

FAQs, job postings, event calendars, press releases and

company news. Content can be published in multiple 

formats, including plain text, HTML and Adobe as well 

as Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint.

Metadata Support

Content contributors can capture and organize content

into logical categories and subcategories. These metadata

can be searched to locate content based on relevant 

characteristics such as author, content type, date or 

product family, supporting advanced search capabilities

and content navigation.

Content Workflow and Publishing

Task-Based Workflows

Content can be routed through specific workflows for

editing, approval and publishing. Different workflows

can be specified for various user roles (e.g., departments)

and a variety of content types.

Asera’s Content Management provides personalized content with automatic updates
of the content based on time, new information or other business rules.
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Email Notification

Content workflow participants can be automatically

notified of outstanding tasks that need to be performed

via email, resulting in reduced inefficiencies and errors.

Content Preview

Content publishers and approvers can preview content

prior to approving the content and submitting it to 

production Web sites.

Content Versioning

Versions of all content (e.g., files and databases) 

are automatically tracked, allowing users to roll 

back to previous content versions and eliminating

unnecessary rework.

Content Lifecycle Management

Content creators can specify “effective dates” and 

“expiration dates” for different content and create

usage reports on all published content.

Content Delivery

Presentation Templates

Content can be structured and displayed within 

predefined presentation templates, allowing an enterprise

to enforce a standard, company-branded look and feel.

These presentation templates can be easily configured 

to meet the look and feel requirements of the enterprise.

Different templates can also be created for different 

content types.

Entitlement-Based Access

Asera’s content publishing offering is tightly integrated

with Asera’s Personalization functionality, allowing

administrators to strictly control access to content 

and personalize content delivery.

Content Browse and Search

Users can browse through content hierarchies and 

categories as defined in metadata to find relevant 

information. Navigation “breadcrumbs” and imploding/

exploding menus enable users to easily navigate

through content and track content hierarchies. Users

can also perform searches across all database fields 

and files for easy content retrieval.
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All other product names mentioned herein may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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eBusiness Operating System

600 Clipper Drive

Belmont, CA 94002

Phone: 650 •769 •1234

Fax: 650 •769 •1200

www.asera.com
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